The Evolution of 638 G Street, SE
Judith Capen and Nancy Metzger

This frame house is an example of a typical modest 19th c. Washington house, “remodeled:” elements added, removed, and obscured. Now,
restored, the clock is turned back and the house presents the same face to the street it did from 1887 to the 1920s.
When bought by Nancy and Norman Metzger in 1996 its original character was all but lost under 9”-aluminum siding, obscuring the historic siding
and trim. Only the bracketed cornice and door hood recalled its 19th c. appearance.
Four doors east of historic Christ Church, 620 G Street the house is in one of Capitol Hill’s oldest neighborhoods. The area around Christ Church,
construction begun in 1806, developed for workers at the nearby Washington Naval Yard, established 1799. The Navy Yard remained Washington’s
most significant industrial site until the 1950s cessation of its ordnance manufacturing.

After discoveries during the restoration of the house’s façade, Judith Capen and Nancy Metzger thought it would be amusing and perhaps informative to retrace the front elevation’s evolution to the present. — March 2020

1855
This block of E Street has several examples of Capitol Hill’s
oldest worker housing: frame duplexes or singletons, each two
or three bays wide, (a bay being a vertical stack of windows)
two rooms deep, sometimes with rear extensions. This block
still has several of these houses, with steeply-pitched sidegable roofs. More affluent residents built this same house type
in brick, dormer windows giving it a Georgian flavor. These
early houses in wood or brick on Capitol Hill were “skeletal”
Georgian.
Both 638 and its attached neighbor, 640, have been so
modified we cannot know if they were originally a duplex, but
it is clear 638 was one of these skeletal Georgian houses. The
ghost of the original front door on the left side emerged in the
2005 restoration when the siding came off. The windows and
door drawn are typical of that period, but are conjectural as
no physical evidence remains.
Albert Boschke’s 1857-59 city map shows two distinct
residential neighborhood clusters on Capitol Hill—one
within a five- to six-block radius of the US Capitol Building
and one within a five-block radius of the US Navy Yard—both
employment centers. 638 and 640 E Street appear on that
map. In those same years many Capitol Hill squares had no
buildings at all while others had only one or two structures.
The square with Christ Church and 638 E Street had at least
29 buildings.
We have used 1855 as the construction date for this house
because that is the earliest date city directories show a
resident, Marion Briggs, at this address.

1879 – 1887
Building permitting was instituted in 1877 so building
construction before that can only be approximated using
physical evidence, deeds, tax records, and other public sources.
Mrs. M.E. Briggs was issued the earliest permit for 638 G Street in
1879 to “Make general repairs to frame house without enlarging
any,” construction cost $140.
The 1883 Civil Service Commission Act, through its merit system
of competitive exams, provided greater employment security
and a more permanent Capitol Hill population, home-owners
rather than renters.
By then the Italian or Bracketed style, sometimes called the
national style for its ubiquitous popularity in the United States,
would have been the preferred style for the more employment
secure neighborhood residents. By 1887, the owners of 638 G,
James (a carpenter) and Ellen Briggs, converted their almostGeorgian house into something with Italian stylistic aspirations,
higher ceilings, and larger windows. They raised and reconfigured
the roof to a low slope; increased the heights of both first and
second floors; enlarged the front windows, installing fashionable
2/2 windows with Italian window hoods; relocated the front
door, capping it with an Italian bracketed console; sided the
front with flat, lapped, and reeded cypress siding; and topped
the façade with a quintessential Italian bracketed and modillioned cornice. The remodeling included all the characteristic Italian
elements one could want on a garden-variety building.

1920s
The house was again altered significantly in the 1920s by its
owners, Eugene and Grace Ricketts. The previously flat-fronted
house acquired a porch, “Colonial” in flavor with classical
columns. This work retained the reeded cypress siding on
the first floor but installed painted shakes above the porch.
Maybe this was when the door was changed to a Colonialrevival one. A door, similar to the one shown, remains on the
site on a brick garage. With these changes the façade became
a mélange of late 19th and early 20th century styles.
In 1949 John P. Wymer photographed many Washington streets
including the north side of the 600 block of E Street, SE. That
photograph (Wymer Photo Collection, the Historical Society
of Washington) shows the 1920s porch and canvas awnings on
the second floor windows.

This work was permitted as “repairs” to Mrs. Ellen Briggs: “To
remove shingle roof, raise eave for full story and put on flat
tin roof. Renew weather-boarding on front,” all for $350, with
a separate certificate for the plumbing and drainage work. The
lapped and reeded cypress siding is unusual but not unique in
this area.
The shadows of the window heads appeared when the siding
was removed. We have drawn a door typical of the period.

Photograph by John Wymer, 1949; 638 G St, SE visible at end
of block.

1960s – 1970s
Possibly faced with painting or repairing the wood siding,
sometime before the 1970s, an owner installed aluminum
siding on the front of the house. Because layering a new
material over an existing one is easiest on a flat surface, the
window hoods were stripped. Both hood locations and the
wide boards framing the windows were sided over leaving
only about an inch of the window surround visible.
The porch came off about the same time but its brick
piers remain, connected with a decorative iron railing
salvaged from Providence Hospital at 2nd and E Streets, SE,
demolished in 1964. (For clarity, the piers and railing are
not drawn.)
The Capitol Hill Historic District was listed in the National
Register of Historic Places in 1976 recognizing its coherence
as a neighborhood, its largely late 19th c. row houses
creating walls to its streets. This house is a contributing
structure in the Capitol Hill Historic District.

2005
Nancy and Norman thought about restoring the front of their
house for nine years after buying it in 1996. Finally, worried
about possible rot under the almost 50-year old aluminum
siding and unhappy with its appearance, gritting their teeth,
they began removing the aluminum in 2005 (with a permit).
The 19th c. reeded cypress siding, most still present under the
aluminum, was a complete surprise. As was the termite activity
under the cypress.
Without enough historic wood in good condition, the Metzgers
and their contractor milled new siding to match the Victorianera siding. The original cypress appeared not to have been
painted in its earliest period so the new mahogany siding has
a natural finish. The Italian window hoods were reconstructed
from profiles found under the siding and are consistent with
the largely intact door hood. The door is new, to match typical
19th c. Italian-style doors.

Historic German or drop siding on side of house (left); new
mahogany siding, milled to match original cypress on front of
house (right).
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1855
This block of E Street has several examples of
Capitol Hill’s oldest worker housing: frame duplexes
or singletons, each two or three bays wide, (a bay
being a vertical stack of windows) two rooms deep,
sometimes with rear extensions. This block still has
several of these houses, with steeply-pitched sidegable roofs. More affluent residents built this same
house type in brick, dormer windows giving it a
Georgian flavor. These early houses in wood or brick
on Capitol Hill were “skeletal” Georgian.
Both 638 and its attached neighbor, 640, have been
so modified we cannot know if they were originally
a duplex, but it is clear 638 was one of these skeletal
Georgian houses. The ghost of the original front door
on the left side emerged in the 2005 restoration when
the siding came off. The windows and door drawn

are typical of that period, but are conjectural as no
physical evidence remains.
Albert Boschke’s 1857-59 city map shows two distinct
residential neighborhood clusters on Capitol Hill—
one within a five- to six-block radius of the US Capitol
Building and one within a five-block radius of the US
Navy Yard—both employment centers. 638 and 640 E
Street appear on that map. In those same years many
Capitol Hill squares had no buildings at all while others
had only one or two structures. The square with Christ
Church and 638 E Street had at least 29 buildings.
We have used 1855 as the construction date for this
house because that is the earliest date city directories
show a resident, Marion Briggs, at this address.
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1879 – 1887
Building permitting was instituted in 1877 so building
construction before that can only be approximated
using physical evidence, deeds, tax records, and other
public sources. Mrs. M.E. Briggs was issued the earliest
permit for 638 G Street in 1879 to “Make general repairs
to frame house without enlarging any,” construction
cost $140.
The 1883 Civil Service Commission Act, through its
merit system of competitive exams, provided greater
employment security and a more permanent Capitol
Hill population, home-owners rather than renters.
By then the Italian or Bracketed style, sometimes called
the national style for its ubiquitous popularity in the
United States, would have been the preferred style for
the more employment secure neighborhood residents.
By 1887, the owners of 638 G, James (a carpenter)
and Ellen Briggs, converted their almost-Georgian
house into something with Italian stylistic aspirations,
higher ceilings, and larger windows. They raised and

reconfigured the roof to a low slope; increased the
heights of both first and second floors; enlarged the
front windows, installing fashionable 2/2 windows
with Italian window hoods; relocated the front door,
capping it with an Italian bracketed console; sided the
front with flat, lapped, and reeded cypress siding;
and topped the façade with a quintessential Italian
bracketed and modillion-ed cornice. The remodeling
included all the characteristic Italian elements one
could want on a garden-variety building.
This work was permitted as “repairs” to Mrs. Ellen
Briggs: “To remove shingle roof, raise eave for full story
and put on flat tin roof. Renew weather-boarding on
front,” all for $350, with a separate certificate for the
plumbing and drainage work. The lapped and reeded
cypress siding is unusual but not unique in this area.
The shadows of the window heads appeared when
the siding was removed. We have drawn a door typical
of the period.
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1920s
The house was again altered significantly in the
1920s by its owners, Eugene and Grace Ricketts.
The previously flat-fronted house acquired a porch,
“Colonial” in flavor with classical columns. This work
retained the reeded cypress siding on the first floor
but installed painted shakes above the porch. Maybe
this was when the door was changed to a Colonialrevival one. A door, similar to the one shown, remains
on the site on a brick garage. With these changes the
façade became a mélange of late 19th and early 20th
century styles.
In 1949 John P. Wymer photographed many Washington
streets including the north side of the 600 block of E
Street, SE. That photograph (Wymer Photo Collection,
the Historical Society of Washington) shows the
1920s porch and canvas awnings on the second floor
windows.

Photograph by John Wymer, 1949; 638 G St, SE visible at end
of block.
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1960s – 1970s
Possibly faced with painting or repairing the wood
siding, sometime before the 1970s, an owner installed
aluminum siding on the front of the house. Because
layering a new material over an existing one is easiest
on a flat surface, the window hoods were stripped.
Both hood locations and the wide boards framing the
windows were sided over leaving only about an inch
of the window surround visible.
The porch came off about the same time but its brick
piers remain, connected with a decorative iron railing
salvaged from Providence Hospital at 2nd and E
Streets, SE, demolished in 1964. (For clarity, the piers
and railing are not drawn.)
The Capitol Hill Historic District was listed in the
National Register of Historic Places in 1976 recognizing
its coherence as a neighborhood, its largely late 19th
c. row houses creating walls to its streets. This house
is a contributing structure in the Capitol Hill Historic
District.
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2005
Nancy and Norman thought about restoring the front of
their house for nine years after buying it in 1996. Finally,
worried about possible rot under the almost 50-year
old aluminum siding and unhappy with its appearance,
gritting their teeth, they began removing the aluminum
in 2005 (with a permit). The 19th c. reeded cypress
siding, most still present under the aluminum, was a
complete surprise. As was the termite activity under
the cypress.
Without enough historic wood in good condition,
the Metzgers and their contractor milled new siding
to match the Victorian-era siding. The original cypress
appeared not to have been painted in its earliest
period so the new mahogany siding has a natural
finish. The Italian window hoods were reconstructed
from profiles found under the siding and are consistent
with the largely intact door hood. The door is new, to
match typical 19th c. Italian-style doors.

Historic German or drop siding on side of house (left); new
mahogany siding, milled to match original cypress on front of
house (right).

